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Excelling in education
Everyone opening this report
will have read about, been
told of, or even – I daresay
– been involved in – an
education IT horror story.
Without proper thought
and planning, technology
can be at best a pointless
embellishment and at worst a hindrance to learning
in the classroom. It is incumbent on the supplier
community to step up and ensure every school,
college and university in the UK has a positive
experience with technology.
Part of the aim of the 2016 CRN Education Report
is to provide some tips on how resellers can ensure
the technology they sell to schools is successfully
integrated into learning and not left gathering
dust in a cupboard. We have spoken to suppliers,
industry bodies, freelance journalists and even ex-

teachers to compile various sections of the report.
We are also using the report to unveil two pieces
of exclusive research into the education sector.
According to our FoI research of UK universities,
average university IT spending rose 12 per cent last
year to £5.68m. You can find our breakdown of the
top 50 suppliers in that market on p11.
Separately, CRN carried out a survey of 40 ICT
purchasing decision makers in schools, colleges
and universities to explore what technologies they
are investing in and what they think of their IT
suppliers. You can read the findings on p20.
As the views expressed throughout this report
attest, those suppliers who get closer to schools and
work to truly understand their needs – rather than
just seeing them as a number in a sales ledger –
will win big in the sector.
■

Doug Woodburn is managing editor at CRN.

Tech Data: building value for resellers
Tech Data is proud to sponsor
the CRN Education Report. The
education sector is large and
complex, but it also presents
a great opportunity for the
channel. Tech Data offers a
clear value proposition for
resellers to succeed in this key market.
At Tech Data we provide more than 30 vendors
education pricing at point of order on our worldclass website InTouch, allowing resellers to pass on
education discounts to institutions and saving them
time and money when ordering. Tech Data’s pricing
pages include a comprehensive channel guide of
education discounts including pre-approved and
instantly available education sector deals.
To enable resellers during the key education peak in
June and July, Tech Data offers extended credit for its
Maverick products including projectors, Promethean,
accessories, signage solutions and many more.
Account managers can provide full details of the
scheme and how you can buy now, pay September.
Tech Data’s marketing portal allows resellers to
deliver the most up-to-date technology messaging to
their customers via a free email creation tool, enabling
resellers to create email communications designed
for end users, with your own branding, using vendor
solutions, product offerings and messaging.

Tech Data has created a virtual classroom so that
resellers can explore the technologies available. The
room shows solutions and products relevant to each
of the product areas. Touch enabled for face-to-face
selling via a tablet, Tech Data’s ‘white-label’ versions
of these virtual environments are available for
resellers to use directly with customers.
The Public Sector microsite has been designed
to assist resellers in accessing the information
they need, quickly and easily. Tech Data provides
specific insights with more than 200 pages of vendor
information including case studies and technology
guides pertinent to education.
To win business in the education sector, resellers
will need to navigate the procurement process,
demonstrate an understanding of the required
outcomes and stakeholder needs, as well as provide
best value. Tech Data runs free-of-charge tendering
workshops to enable resellers to uncover new
opportunities and develop their education business.
Discover how Tech Data’s dedicated team and
unique tools can help resellers identify and address
opportunities and support them in the education
sector to help get positive results for them, their
customers and the students they serve. Please visit
www.techdata.co.uk/publicsector for more details.
■

Cathi Low is director of SMB at Tech Data.
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Staying top of the class
Education remains a lucrative vertical for the channel, but squeezed budgets and
shifting spending patterns means resellers must raise their game to succeed in the
sector, finds Doug Woodburn
Figures from our Freedom of Information (FoI)
research into university IT spending and survey of
ICT decision makers across the education sector paint
a picture of a market brimming with opportunity for
resellers.
Average university IT spending leapt 12 per cent to
£5.82m last year, the FoI data (p11) found, while
the end-user research (p20) uncovered substantial
opportunities for resellers across the
education market in areas such as
As
tablets and Windows 10.
of May,

2,075 of 3,381
secondary schools
have converted
to academy
status

However, as any supplier
targeting the sector will know,
the education IT market is not
the easy target it once was.

Squeezed budgets mean schools,
colleges and universities are looking
for more out of their IT suppliers and increasingly
gravitating towards subsidised BYOD schemes.
Projects that can’t show a demonstrable impact on
learning outcomes are becoming tougher to justify.
Against this backdrop, only those resellers who stay
on top of the changing needs and buying patterns of
education clients will win in the sector. This report
aims to give an overview of these changes, as well as
exclusive market intelligence, to help you stay one
step ahead.

Toil academy

Only
11 per cent of
primary academies
are still in the
process
of investigating
As of May, some 2,075 of
assessment
3,381 secondary schools have
system options
converted to academy status,
(BESA)
with the corresponding figure for
partially U-turned on last month,
might affect schools’ attitude
towards technology.

primary schools standing at 2,440
out of 16,766.
According to Gary Day, group public sales director
at print reseller Danwood, the rise of academies has
resulted in a growth in tech-aided classrooms, with
increased tablet and mobile device adoption by both
pupils and teachers.
“A by-product of this surge in technology usage is that
schools’ IT infrastructures are becoming increasingly
under strain,” he said. “This has in turn resulted in
further investment in their IT infrastructure with
faster wireless networks to cope with the increase in
volume of data in the classroom.”
Education secretary Nicky Morgan has argued that
academy status puts the power into schools’ hands
“to innovate and try new things to get great results”.
But Merlin John, a freelance technology journalist
who is the editor of Agent4Change, says resellers
approaching the schools market should not assume
academies will be more forward-thinking when it
comes to technology.
“The only advantage when it comes to technology is
if that school has really great ideas, it will have more

Arguably the biggest question of all is how the
government’s forced academisation policy, which it

“

Academy status puts the power in your
hands to innovate and try new things to get
great results

”

Nicky Morgan MP
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freedom to achieve them, but it’s
all down to leadership,” he said.

“

Sometimes we
provide that [training]
a term or a year
later and the tablets
have been sitting
in a cupboard
gathering dust

Many academies are part of large
trusts, such as the Academy
Transformation
Trust,
the
Academies
Enterprise
Trust,
Ark, The Avanti Schools Trust or
United Learning, and resellers will
need to research and define
his for each school or cluster of
schools, Hayes said.

“Academies are a great opportunity
for people who know what they
are doing and have a very clear
vision. One of the first academies
that ever used iPads – Essa in
Bolton – did some startlingly
good work around personalising
learning, and academy status
Academies are
gave them that independence. But
In
moving more
Mike Bacon, Academia
there are schools that haven’t gone
quickly in
April 2015,
over that are brilliant. Shireland
adopting
21 suppliers
outside Birmingham has had a long-time reputation some technology such as
made it onto the
for technology for learning and it would be good if it assessment systems, which all
government-run
were an LEA school or an academy.
schools are having to roll out
frameworkICT
on their own following the
Service for
“There is an awful lot of hype, and a lot of uncertainty removal of assessment levels by
Education
and worry, with this decision that [the government] government, Hayes added.
recently U-turned on.”
“It appears that academies have
Asked about the impact the rise of academies is managed the procurement, implementation and
having on tech suppliers, Patrick Hayes, director adoption more quickly than maintained schools,” he
of the British Educational Suppliers Association said. “Only 11 per cent of primary academies are still
(BESA), said the most notable change will be “who in the process of investigating options, while only 47
they are selling to”.
per cent of maintained primary schools are already
using a new assessment approach.”

”

£554m

Amount Englishmaintained schools
will spend on ICT this
academic year
Of which

£295m from
(BESA)

primary schools
and £259m
from secondary
schools

Procurement puzzle
Since the arrival of the coalition government,
technology procurement has in many cases moved
away from local authorities to schools. But Hayes
said resellers should be mindful that
local authorities are in some cases
reasserting their inf luence.
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“When it comes to schools that have not yet converted
to academy status, many of those that initially moved
away from local authority control are now returning
to them to achieve the education sector experience
and impartial advice offered,” he said. “Therefore,
depending on the success of any one local
authority, their procurement power
will differ significantly.”

Universities
mean IT spend
2014/15:
£5.82m

Proving almost as divisive a
topic as academies is education
procurement frameworks, with
debate still raging about whether
they are a curse or blessing for both
suppliers and customers.

In April 2015, 21 suppliers made it onto ICT Services
for Education, a government-run framework worth
an estimated £300m over three years that is geared
towards academies and free schools with the aim of
securing better value for the taxpayer.
However, Mike Bacon, CEO of education-focused
reseller Academia, claimed that neither suppliers
nor education customers benefit from the “race to
the bottom” he argued frameworks promote, citing
those run by Crescent Purchasing Consortium as
an example (see p22 to hear how customers view
frameworks).
“I genuinely don’t think they are in the customer’s
interest,” he said. “It’s very easy now for a school to
get 15 quotes for an iPad from 15 different suppliers
within 24 hours but there is no engagement
to understand the added value we can bring, or discuss
training and development programmes. They’ll
just spend the budget on 10 iPads, rather than nine
iPads and a day’s training. That day’s training is
worth its weight in gold.
“Sometimes we provide that [training] a term or
a year later and the tablets have been sitting in a
cupboard gathering dust; the teacher has tried to roll

“

“

BYOD is still a hot topic in
education but schools are feeling
the pinch from budget cuts so
are looking for BYOD paid for by
parental contributions
Mike Bacon

them out and either the wireless hasn’t supported it
or they can’t control the class because 30 different
students are on Facebook, and the easiest thing is to
put the tablets back in the cupboard.”

BYOD – buy your own device?
Whether they’re ending up in a cupboard or not,
tablets remain an investment hotspot for schools,
colleges and universities, as confirmed by our
end-user survey (see p20). Despite widespread
adoption, some 68 per cent of primary and 59 per
cent of secondary schools (maintained) in England
questioned by BESA in January felt they are underresourced with tablets.
Dave Smith, a former primary school teacher
who is now chair of Naace – an education technology
body which schools and colleges can approach
for impartial advice and support – confirmed
that Chromebooks, iPads and laptops remain popular
but that demand for desktops has “fallen off a cliff ”.
Smith said the appetite for mobile solutions is being
driven by the shift to the cloud and the requirement
among schools to extend learning beyond the
classroom.
“Across schools, whether it’s primary
or secondary, there’s an emphasis
on looking for more cloudbased products and moving

Many schools that initially moved away from
local authority control are now returning to them
to achieve the education sector experience and
impartial advice offered. Therefore, depending on the
success of any one local authority, their procurement
power will differ significantly
Patrick Hayes, BESA
4 channelweb.co.uk
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towards things like Google Classroom or Microsoft
Office 365. These give schools an integrated platform
where pupils and teachers can share and set work,”
he said.

controlled leasing that includes not only
the device but also the support, that
would be useful.”

Universities
mean IT spend
2013/14:
£5.19m

“I think resellers should be looking at whether they
still need to be offering the old-style server-based
computing solutions to schools.”

Bacon at Academia, which has
a framework contract to supply
Northern Irish schools, agreed
that budgets for BYOD projects
have shrunk.

According to a recent survey by RM Education, 29
per cent of UK secondary and nine per cent of UK
primary schools have adopted a bring-your-owndevice (BYOD) policy, a trend that is explored further
in this report on p8.

He estimated that 50 per cent of secondary and 1015 per cent of primary schools in Northern Ireland
already have a BYOD policy.

“BYOD is still a hot topic in education but schools
are feeling the pinch from budget cuts so are looking
for BYOD paid for by parental contributions,” Bacon
said. “It’s a tougher sell to get parents to pay for
the equipment, particularly in the state sector,
but it’s being explored more because they
Universities
don’t have the funds.”

Smith said that although BYOD remains in vogue,
many schools are being put off by cost and control
issues and are looking at variations on the
theme.

“Having a model like controlled leasing
mean IT spend
is far safer, cheaper to manage and
more sustainable,” he said. “Schools
Danwood’s Day concurred: “Schools are
2012/13:
are now thinking: ‘we haven’t got the
implementing schemes which will ensure
£4.82m
budgets we had; is there a way we can
that every student has a personal learning
do this [BYOD]? Can we involve parents in
device that they use both in school and at home
investing in the equipment?’ It’s still in small
to support their learning with technology.
pockets, but I think we will start to see that grow.
If a reseller is offering solutions for schools around “In regards to BYOD/CYOD we have found that some
education sites are asking for a donation, which is
equivalent to £3 a week over 24 months and the
£16,690
e-Learning Foundation can claim Gift Aid worth
Primary schools’
25 per cent of all donations made by parents
average ICT expenditure
who are UK taxpayers.”

in 2014/15

Get with the program
(BESA)

£610 amount
by which that
will rise this
academic year

Resellers must also stay on top of curriculum
changes that are shaping education buying
patterns, with Naace’s
Smith noting that
the
increased
emphasis
on
computer science
has opened up a
market for bespoke
robot solutions and
Raspberry Pis.
Recent
curriculum
changes mean that
children will learn
to program and test
simple
applications
channelweb.co.uk 5
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from age five, and will be taught to understand
computer networks from age seven, added
Jeremy Parish, group sales manager at reseller
Phoenix Computers.

only of the government and schools, but also
technology suppliers themselves, freelance
technology journalist John said.
“Before the government came to power, they
had no ideas for learning and technologies,
and they don’t now,” he said. “There’s
talk of them having a strategy for
learning and technology by the
end of the year, which would
help suppliers.

“This has resulted in increased requirements
for basic computers such as the
Raspberry Pi along with programming
software applications,” he said.
“An increasing new trend is ‘f lipped
classrooms’ where teachers post
short videos or blogs online for
students to watch at their own
pace, prior to lessons which
focus on increased activity and
concept engagement related
to the lectures. This trend has
cemented the need for students
and teachers to have access to
the internet via mobile devices
that they can use from home as
well as in the classroom.”

“

The future of the UK technology
industry is in the hands not

There’s an emphasis
on looking for more cloudbased products and moving
towards things like Google
Classroom or Microsoft
Office 365

”

Dave Smith, Naace

£74,770

Secondary
schools’ average
ICT expenditure in
2014/15

£2,090 amount by
which that will rise
this academic year
(BESA)
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“Right now, we know from
surveys that there are
problems with broadband
and wireless networking,
which is the key to mobile
technology.
The
good
schools have sorted these
out, but others haven’t. We
need a national policy. Some
tech firms have good links
with the government. They
should be pressing ministers
and any contacts they have
to get good policy.”
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Apportunity knocks
Schools are buying tablets but not always using them effectively, signalling an
opportunity for resellers in areas such as pre-bundled apps, finds Doug Woodburn
According to the British Educational Suppliers
Association (BESA), only 38 per cent of primary
schools and 21 per cent of secondary schools
have successfully integrated tablets into
lessons.
Against this backdrop, there is rising demand
for suppliers to preload software and apps onto
tablets which allow teachers to immediately
use the technology in the classroom.
Since the coalition government scrapped its
own technology agency, BECTA, in 2010, critics
argue schools have had scant guidance on using
technology to improve learning outcomes.
Resellers can help fill the void, argued Dave
Smith, a former primary school teacher who is
chair of Naace, an education technology body
which schools and colleges can approach for
impartial advice and support.
“There is not always a lot of guidance around
what programs are needed to teach the
curriculum and that’s something resellers can do
something about,” he said.
“Some are doing it, but not enough. There’s a need
for it, because there is no connected network of
advisers supporting schools in terms of making those
decisions. So if resellers can come with solutions or
packages, and perhaps even work with some of the
content providers such as Discovery Education or
2Simple, that would be a really good thing to do.”
Resellers should research content-free apps, alongside
more “drill-and-practice”-style ones, Smith said.

Jeremy Parish, group sales manager at Phoenix
Computers, highlighted ClassDojo, a classroom
management app whose developers claim it is
used by at least one teacher in half of all schools,
as well as Google Classroom and revision app
BBC Bite size as hot apps right now.
“With many thousands of apps aimed at the
teaching sector it’s important to identify apps
that truly enhance the teaching experience and
link back to the teaching curriculum,” he said.
“There are apps that help teachers gather data,
scan exams, contact parents, promote research,
keep notes, and share documents.”
Merlin John, a freelance technology journalist
and editor of Agent4Change, agreed there is
a greater role for resellers to play in guiding
schools on how to use the devices they buy.
“BECTA was overly bureaucratic and wasn’t
particularly effective, but there is no longer a
really good independent body schools can go to
for advice,” he said.
“Things are a bit unstable in this space in terms of
leadership and policy and we do hear of schools just
going out and buying iPads and assuming everything
will sort itself out and that they’ll just be like Essa
[a Bolton academy known for its pioneering use of
iPads]. They are doing questionable things. Resellers
should be doing all they can to support them, and
the more they know about the business of teaching
and learning, the easier it will be for them.”

He highlighted doodle board app Explain Everything
and voting system/collaboration apps Nearpod and
Socrative as examples.

According to BESA, 56 per cent of primary schools
and 65 per cent of secondary schools were using
apps regularly as of 2015. However, BESA director
Patrick Hayes said a “change in approach” is needed
from the industry if schools are to invest further in
tablet technology.

“Explain Everything allows you to quickly
demonstrate a teaching point, record it and share
it,” Smith explained. “Nearpod allows you to share
presentations, web pages and audiofiles, and put up
polls, and you also have mindmapping apps such as
Popplet, and Bookcreator, which is very popular.”

“Best-practice schools reference teacher controls,
device management and the ease of delivering
differentiated content as keys to successful
implementation. This leads to significant business
potential for resellers who understand schools’
specific needs,” Hayes said.
channelweb.co.uk 7
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Lessons in BYOD
Kable chief analyst Jessica Figueras offers her tips on how resellers should be
approaching the growing pupil-owned device sector in 2016
When Kable last surveyed school
IT decision makers, including
headteachers and ICT co-ordinators,
85 per cent told us that refreshing
the school’s device estate was a
top-three priority, with 39 per
cent saying it was the school’s
number-one priority. A further 11 per cent said it
was a priority that year, just not in the top three.

particularly on pupil distraction). Teachers of pupils
from year six upwards face constant battles to
manage distraction from pupils’ mobile phones, and
in this context, it’s not surprising school leaders may
lack enthusiasm for device usage in the classroom.

But there is an increasing number of schools with
technology-positive leaders who actively encourage
teaching staff to develop effective ways to use them
in the classroom, and solutions for overcoming the
Enabling pupil-owned devices (so-called “bring your negatives. Such schools are most likely to have an
own device”, or BYOD) was a top-three priority for official specialism in technology or STEM, and often
36 per cent of people, but only seven per cent said a sponsor (in the case of academies or free schools)
it was their first priority. While only 34 per cent providing capital funding and expertise to develop
of schools looking to refresh their PCs in the next an enhanced level of IT capability. This would allow
year said they would consider reducing their estate them to put in place the network infrastructure needed
and switching to more use of pupil-owned devices, to support widespread device use in the classroom,
even when we looked at responses only from those and to develop additional specialist facilities
who also said enabling pupilsuch as multimedia “immersion
The notion that they
owned devices was a top-three
rooms”. Thomas Telford school
ICT priority overall, 40 per cent have a positive role to play in Shropshire, founded as a City
said they would be unlikely/very in teaching and learning is Technology College in 1991, is a
unlikely to reduce their PC estate.
high-profile example – in fact it
not universally accepted
has developed a significant extra
Many school implementations of
funding stream from selling its
BYOD are not a replacement for school-owned devices technology expertise and resources to other schools.
but supplementary, which will cheer resellers, who
have been operating in a tough market as schools opt Revenue-funded pricing models are growing in
for cheaper tablet PCs rather than desktop PCs.
popularity due to sharp reductions in schools’
capital budgets in recent years, as the legacy Building
Both Apple and Google have radically improved Schools for the Future programme has ended
their device rollout programmes, making it quicker and the financial benefits of academy conversion
and easier for schools to deploy tablets. IT managed have reduced. The general funding picture is
services contracts can also be a suitable vehicle for tough; schools face rising National Insurance and
gaining support with deployment and management; pension contributions, as well as the withdrawal
the long-term trend is for more schools to purchase of some support services previously provided by
hardware as part of IT managed services contracts local authorities.
rather than directly, as increasing numbers move
from local authorities’ bulk-buying agreements to Despite this gloomy picture, schools do not generally
become part of multi-academy trusts.
see BYOD as a money-saving alternative since it is
widely understood to increase the need for extra spend
It is important not to overlook the individual on network infrastructure and new management
school’s educational philosophy in assessing technology, particularly access management, web
attitudes towards devices. The notion that they have filtering, device management and end-user security.
a positive role to play in teaching and learning is not Nevertheless, recent vendor-sponsored research
universally accepted by the educational community; suggested that the adoption of BYOD in UK schools
research evidence on effectiveness is mixed (indeed has been rising quickly and is now approaching
there is some evidence suggesting negative effects, nearly a third of all secondary schools.

“
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Academy rewards
Mark Chambers, chief executive of Naace, an association for education
technology, explores what academisation means for tech suppliers
The inf luence of local authorities (LA)
is diminishing in education; they
are no longer able to offer much
support or facilitate conversations
between schools. Many schools
relied on LA support, especially
since the acceleration of
education technology over the
past few years.
At present, there is a lack of guidance and policy
from the Department for Education (DfE) around
the use of technology in schools, and the breakdown
of traditional school-to-school networks has led
to educators feeling isolated with nowhere to
turn for advice. For suppliers, the breakdown of
these mechanisms is also a problem; it has caused
the education market to fragment, and now that
procurement isn’t run through LAs, they are having
to find new routes into schools that in turn have
very little information to work with.
This issue, among others, has caused
an increase in the number of
academies and multi-academy
trusts (MATs); originally just
a means to help struggling
schools to raise attainment, the
academisation movement allows
like-minded schools to work
together in a formal structure,
with the space, support and resources
to innovate and improve.
Academies, in theory, have more
freedom
to
determine
their
curriculum, but they are judged in
the same way as all other schools,
predominantly by the standards of
their core subjects: English, maths and
science. Because of this, many are not
taking full advantage of the freedom
they have to deliver all subjects
in an innovative way, often using
technology. Academies have to keep
a close eye on these fundamental
measures, but research has shown
that technology can have a large

impact on these subjects, raising schools to the
desired ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’ rating.
The media focus on the less than positive findings
of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) report into the impact
of technology in education often ignored a very
important caveat: training is everything. Without
continuing professional development or support,
schools may often struggle to realise the benefits
of their technology. The structure of academies
and MATs means that this support, and a path to
effective training for new technology, is made a lot
clearer for schools.
MATs also have the ability to take on the procurement
duties traditionally performed by the LA, and we
are beginning to see efficiencies, especially in the
procurement of equipment and training for
education technology. This, however, is still in
its infancy, so we are currently developing a
Procurement Advisory Service with support
from the DfE. This will be joined by a
network of delivery partners to
ensure that schools know the
benefits of the technology
that’s out there as well
as the legal side of things
including
procurement
laws and the use of tenders.
The support this offers can
be tailored to the specific
circumstances of an academy
so that they are secure in their
purchasing decisions at a time
when budgets are increasingly
under pressure.
MATs at present are still often
clusters of very small numbers of
schools, and the framework isn’t
yet replacing the old networks
provided by LAs. Schools
need to get back together and
communicate,
share
best
practice, and look at how they
can collaborate in new and
different ways.
channelweb.co.uk 9
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Subject matters
Steve Hawkins, sales director at CSE, advocates a tailored approach to school IT
Schools across the country are facing
outdated infrastructure and decreasing
budgets while trying to stay relevant
in today’s technological world.
Against this backdrop, we’re
seeing changing procurement
processes, which are adding extra
administrative burdens.
A recent survey by Classroom Voice confirms that
more than half of schools feel that all is not well
with their ICT infrastructure and technical support.
Providing, updating and running an effective ICT
infrastructure that is always on, up to date, and well
maintained is a financial challenge for all schools,
but especially for those of average size and smaller.
As a modern establishment, you need to be able to
adopt new technologies that cater to the needs of
students and faculty alike. This includes supporting
advanced capabilities for collaboration, assessment,
connectivity and media.
IT requirements vary across curriculum areas, where
LEAs are playing a far less inf luential role. The
government’s curriculum reforms, which began in
2010, have been a long process. Many changes are
only now hitting the ground in schools. New GCSEs
in maths and English are already being taught, and
will be examined for the first time next year. This
September, secondary schools will see the first
teaching of 20 new GCSEs, and 11 new A-levels.
Meanwhile, teachers have more freedom,
academies don’t have to follow the national
curriculum and free schools have more control
over how they do things.
ICT used in schools is often driven by
the teacher’s capabilities. Computer science
departments, for example, often
need higher specs; science departments
often want equipment such as
sensors and probes to connect to
iPads; and design technology
departments may need 3D
printers and lathes.
Traditionally, at the heart of
almost every school’s ICT
provision are the servers
10 channelweb.co.uk

housing the software applications and data used in
classrooms and offices. In an attempt to adjust to
the array of competing demands on schools, and
to provide f lexibility, cloud is creeping in. In the
majority of cases this first step means that some
of the software applications that support learning
and administration are being hosted remotely in
the cloud by the vendor. The software or service is
provided to the school via the internet and most
often via a web interface.
But there are potential problems with the advance of
cloud across schools, particularly if it is happening
without proper understanding of the implications.
For example, if the school’s internet connection goes
down, all data is inaccessible to most users on the
network, which could become a safeguarding issue.
It is vital that schools should be aware of and keep
control of all these management and administrative
decisions. Many schools are taking advantage of free
cloud services such as Microsoft’s Office 365 or Google
Apps for Education, but ideally for critical data they
will be partnered with on-premise technologies,
creating the hybrid solutions which are emerging as
the future of ICT for schools.
The new HPE EC200A, with Zynstra virtualisation
and cloud management technology, for example,
provides hybrid cloud, giving schools secure cloud
enablement on their own terms. Hybrid solutions
present a number of management and technical
choices concerning which services should
be cloud based, and which kept on-premise.
Schools choose which data and applications to
keep onsite and which to put in the cloud.
This also allows a simple deployment
and ease of management – in a
subscription model for a predictable
monthly fee, providing greater budget
f lexibility. And your on-premise
hybrid cloud is kept current
and
maintained
24/7
with no need for manual
patching or updates, which
helps to reduce server
administration by more
than 90 per cent.
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The stakes are high
In April, CRN sent Freedom of Information requests to
most of the UK’s universities, requesting information
on how much they spent on IT hardware, software and
services last year and who their main suppliers were.
Some 94 responded with information within
the 20-day window, or shortly thereafter. Of these,
92 divulged how much they spent on IT in their
academic year ending July 2015, or pointed to us
to public data that allowed us to make an estimate.
Some 93 divulged their top-five suppliers, of which
86 also detailed what they spent with each.
The picture that emerges is of a higher-education
technology market that is outgrowing the overall
student population.
The mean IT spend for universities that responded
leapt 12 per cent to £5.82m, up from £5.19m in
2013/14 and £4.82m in 2012/13.
What’s more, the two biggest-spending universities
– UCL and Cambridge – each saw their annual IT
purse expand by a quarter or more.

Just like last year, Dell was by a country mile the
largest supplier, although resellers and SIs such as
Logicalis, DTP and Softcat are giving the big vendors
a run for their money in this high-spending subsector of the education market.
This research is designed only to give a snapshot
of university IT spending. Supplier spending
totals were reached by adding up totals where
each supplier was named as a top-five supplier.
Some universities referred us to annual reports
or sent us long spreadsheets. Some did not
divulge any or all spending data on suppliers,
citing commercial sensitives. Some universities
included VAT and some didn’t, while most didn’t
specify, and some only gave us a central IT
spending figure. All universities also interpreted
“IT” differently, with some including audiovisual
and telecoms, and others not.

1) Dell – £34.79m
Dell is the 800-pound gorilla in the UK universities IT market, accounting for almost as much spend as its
three closest rivals combined.
Some 41 of the 93 universities (44 per cent) who responded with supplier data listed the PC and
enterprise IT giant among their top-five suppliers. Of these, 16 counted Dell as their largest
supplier last year, with nine spending over £1m with the vendor. Underlining its
dominance in the sector, Dell was the top supplier for both Cambridge
and Oxford, who shelled out £4.91m and £4.21m with it during the
academic year respectively. UCL (£3.76m), Sheffield (£2.08m) and
Kings College (£1.64m) were its next biggest customers.
2013/14 ranking: 1
Top customer: University of Cambridge – £4.91m
2) BT – £13.51m
When totting up the totals of BT IT Services, BT iNet,
BT Business Direct and BT Engage, BT was the
second-largest IT supplier to UK universities last
year. It ranked in the top five for 18 universities and
was top dog on nine of those occasions. Sheffield
and Stirling spent £2.27m and £2.1m with BT IT
Services, UCL and Bournemouth racked up bills
of £2.58m and £1.03m with iNet, Imperial lavished
£1.1m on Business Direct and Swansea ponied up
£906,000 with Engage – a true team effort.
2013/14 ranking: 4
Top customer: UCL – £2.58m

3) Apple – £12.85m
Apple’s omni-presence in higher education
is underlined by its appearance as a top-five
supplier among 34 of the 93 universities who
gave us supplier data. It did particularly well
among the top universities, ranking in the top five
for five of the six biggest spending universities,
including UCL, Cambridge and Oxford, who spent
nearly £5m on Apple combined. It ranked as the
number-one supplier only once, however, with
the tiny Royal College of Art.
2013/14 ranking: 3
Top customer: UCL – £1.95m
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4) OCF – £10.49m
OCF has come from nowhere to finish fourth
in these rankings, courtesy of a quartet
of juicy contracts with UCL, Durham,
Birmingham and Oxford. UCL alone
spent £6.28m with the high-performance
computing integrator, making it the London
university’s largest supplier. OCF didn’t rank
at all in this report last year: Birmingham
was the only university to list it as a top-five
supplier in 2013/14 but didn’t divulge what
it spent.
2013/14 ranking: N/A
Top customer: UCL – £6.28m

5) Stone Computers – £9.09m
PC builder Stone had a barnstormer in the universities
sector last year, rising from 16th to fifth in the rankings.
The University of Birmingham was its largest client,
lavishing £2.38m with the Staffordshire supplier,
with Canterbury Christ Church, Hull, Portsmouth,
Huddersfield and Greenwich all spending over
£500,000. It was a top-five supplier for 16 of
the 93 universities, and top dog on nine
of these occasions.
2013/14 ranking: 16
Top customer:
University of
Birmingham – £2.38m

6) DTP – £8.21m
HP partner DTP moved up in the rankings after 15
universities cited it as a top-five supplier. It was the
number-one source of IT goods and services for
seven universities, including Nottingham, Liverpool
and Leicester, who all spent over a £1m with the
Leeds- and London-based reseller.
2013/14 ranking: 8
Top customer: University of Liverpool – £1.61m

spending more with HP than any other IT supplier.
Imperial College and Exeter were the only two to
spend seven figures with it.
2013/14 ranking: 7
Top customer: Imperial College London – £2.6m

7) HP – £8.15m
Although HP’s main route to
market in the universities
sector is through resellers
like DTP, the vendor is a
sizeable player in its own
right. Some 15 universities
ranked the recently cleaved
vendor in their top five,
with seven of these

8) Insight Direct – £7.31m
Insight makes the top eight courtesy of London
South Bank spending a whopping £5.46m with
the reseller in its last
academic year. The USheadquartered VAR was
cited as a top-five supplier
seven times, with Leicester
(£618,000) and Newcastle
(£495,000) among its larger
customers.
2013/14 ranking: 11
Top customer: London
South Bank – £5.46m

9) Logicalis – £6.86m
HP, IBM and Cisco partner Logicalis punches
well above its weight when it comes to higher
education and was cited as a top-five
supplier eight times. Four
universities count the global
integrator as their numberone supplier in the form
of Durham, Staffordshire,
Birmingham City and
Sheffield Hallam.
2013/14 ranking: 6
Top customer: Sheffield
Hallam – £1.96m

10) XMA/Viglen – £6.52m
Viglen, now owned by reseller XMA, has dropped
down the rankings this year despite being cited as
a top-five supplier 29 times, a figure trumped by
only Dell and Apple. Three
universities – Winchester,
Kent and London
Metropolitan – spent more
with Viglen than any other IT
supplier last year.
2013/14 ranking: 2
Top customer: London
Metropolitan University –
£1.16m
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Position
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Company
Oracle
Capita
SCC
Softcat
Ciber
Blackboard
GV Multi Media
Daisy/Phoenix IT
Pervasive Networks
Phoenix Office Supplies
Getech
European Electronique
Tribal Software
Ricoh
Prolinx
Konica Minolta Business Solutions
Misco
Unit 4 Business Software
Alternative Networks
Novosco
Academia
Bytes
Saville Audio Visual
WestWon Management
OnLine Computers
Tectrade Computers
SSE Contracting
Planet 21 Communications
Proact
Huawei
Universal A V Services
Ellucian Global
World of Computers
Eduserve
Cablecom Networking
Cadence Resourcing
Freedom Communications
First eBusiness Solutions
Jigsaw Systems
Solid State Solutions

Spend
£5.2m
£4.33m
£4.26m
£4.22m
£3.90m
£3.56m
£3.39m
£3.35m
£2.91m
£2.76m
£2.69m
£2.53m
£2.52m
£2.14m
£2.03m
£1.97m
£1.93m
£1.71m
£1.65m
£1.48m
£1.46m
£1.23m
£1.18m
£1.11m
£1.06m
£1.01m
£995,000
£980,000
£959,000
£946,000
£932,000
£853,000
£843,000
£826,000
£822,000
£817,000
£765,000
£730,000
£712,000
£691,000

Times as top 5 supplier
12
9
6
14
1
18
5
7
2
2
6
7
13
3
1
4
4
6
3
1
6
2
2
1
5
2
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
5
2
1
2
1
3
1
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Top OEMs

Top resellers/SIs
BT £13.51m
OCF £10.49m

£34.79m

DTP £8.1m
Insight Direct £7.31m
Logicalis £6.86m
Capita £4.33m

£12.85m

SCC £4.26m
Softcat £4.22m

£9.09m
£8.15m

Ciber £3.90m
GV Multi Media
£3.39m

£6.52m
£5.2m

£196,000

Guildhall School of Music
and Drama’s total 2014/15
outlay on IT, roughly the
same as the average price
for a UK house

£49m

Oxford and Cambridge
University’s combined
outlay on IT last year,
roughly the same as the
£50m summer warchest
reportedly being demanded
by Sunderland FC manager
Sam Allardyce (the Sun)

£3.56m

£6.28m

UCL’s spending with
its largest IT supplier
OCF last year – roughly
equivalent to the $8.8m
Bette Midler earned from
touring in 2015 (Billboard)
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Spend spend spend
A rundown of the top universities by IT spend, and which suppliers they are favouring
1) UCL £36.30m

With 35,600 students, an income of £1.18bn
and a reputation for being one of the leading
multidisciplinary research universities in the
world, it is no surprise that UCL tops this IT
spending league table for a second year running.
The research carried out by the Gower Streetbased institution needs serious IT grunt, as was
demonstrated earlier this year when it invested
in a third high-performance computing system,
named Grace.
The 181-Teraflop machine will be used – among
other things – to solve the quantum mechanics
equations that govern molecular crystals, which
play a pivotal role in understanding the physics
and chemistry of other planets.
UCL also announced in April that it has agreed
a £280m loan with the European Investment Bank

to develop its campuses – the largest sum ever
ponied up by the bank to a university.
Utilising Lenovo and DDN technology, Grace
was designed and integrated by HPC specialist
integrator OCF, which was by far and away UCL’s
largest supplier in its last academic year.
The £36.30m UCL laid out on IT hardware,
software and services in 2015 was up 27 per cent
on 2014.
Total IT spend: 2014/15: £36.30m
2013/14: £28.69m
Top suppliers 2014/15
OCF – £6.28m
Dell – £3.76m
BT iNet – £2.58m
Apple – £1.95m
Misco – £1.40m
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2) University of Cambridge £27.01m

It may have been founded four years before the Magna Carta, but there is nothing ancient about the
University of Cambridge’s outlook on technology, ranking as the second-biggest IT spender among the
92 universities which responded.
The £27.01m it spent on IT goods and services last year was up by a quarter on 2013/14.
Mathematics is a particular focus for Cambridge and, like UCL, high-performance computing was a
big investment focus last year, as evidenced by the fact that HPC integrator OCF was its second-biggest
supplier behind Dell.
2014/15 IT spend: £27.01m
2013/14 IT spend: £21.60m
Top suppliers 2014/15
Dell – £4.91m
OCF – £2.17m
Apple – £1.64m
Oracle – £863,000
Cadence Resourcing – £817,000

3) University of Oxford £21.93m

Oxford pipped Cambridge to the post in The Times
higher-education rankings this year but it spent
a little less on IT than its East Anglian peer in
academic year 2014/15.
According to the QS World University Rankings
by Subject, Oxford ranks as the world’s third-best
university for the study of computer science,
behind only the US’ MIT and Stanford.
The university, which boasts more than 100
libraries and is the alma mater of no fewer than
26 British prime ministers, shelled out £21.93m
on IT in its last academic year.

Top suppliers 2014/15
Dell – £4.21m
Oracle – £1.63m
Apple – £1.35m
World of Computers – £843,000
BT IT Services – £742,000

2014/15 IT spend: £21.93m

4) University of Birmingham £18.96m

The University of Birmingham is the fourth-largest
UK university by number of students, and also the
fourth largest by IT spend.
Last year it announced it is using an HPC
system built by OCF to carry out proton therapy
research, aiding the treatment of cancer patients
in the UK. It is also leading a European project to
develop robotic tutors that will support teachers in
secondary schools.
The university’s spending on IT hardware,
software and services rocketed 43 per cent last
year but its roster of suppliers has remained fairly
static, with Stone, Pervasive and Prolinx in the top
five in each of its last three academic years.

16 channelweb.co.uk

2014/15 IT spend: £18.96m
2013/14 IT spend: £13.25m
Top suppliers 2014/15
Stone – £2.38m
Pervasive Networks – £2.27m
Prolinx – £2.03m
OCF – £1.10m
Jisc – £510,000
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5) University of Sheffield £17.40m

With a 19,000-strong undergraduate population
and annual income of £560m, Sheffield was
ranked by The Times as the best UK university for
student experience in 2014.
A member of the N8 Group of the eight most
research-intensive universities in Northern
England, Sheffield boasts five Nobel Prize winners
among its alumni and academics.
2014/15 IT spend: £17.40m (excludes audiovisual)
Top suppliers 2014/15
BT IT Services: £2.27m (includes £1.9m on major
project)

Dell – £2.08m
(desktops, laptops
and servers)
WestWon
Management –
£1.11m (lease and
click charges for
managed Sharp
print system)
Proact – £959,000
(includes
£900,000 on
major network
storage project)
Apple – £848,000

6) Imperial College London £17.1m

Despite being no giant in stature, with a student
population shy of 17,000, Imperial ranks in the top
six universities by IT spend, shelling out £17.1m in
2014/15, 21 per cent down on the previous year.
In 2014, Imperial announced a collaboration
with Huawei that saw the duo invest in a data
science lab. Students who attend Imperial are
paid better on average than any other university,
according to the New York Times.
2014/15 IT spend: £17.10m
2013/14 IT spend: £21.60m
Top suppliers 2014/15
HP Inc – £2.6m
BT Business Direct – £1.1m
Apple – £1m
Oracle – £900,000
Dell – £800,000

7) University of Nottingham £13.61m
Nottingham is the UK’s fifth-largest university by
number of students, with 44,000 undergraduates
and post-graduates.
Last year, the university opened a new centre
of excellence for science, engineering, computing
and IT, complete with a new state-of-the-art IT
lab equipped with technology from Toshiba. Of
the 92 universities who gave us spending data, only

six spent more on IT than Nottingham in 2014/15.
2014/15 IT spend: £13.61m
Top IT suppliers 2014/15
Ciber UK – £3.90m
SCC – £2.90m
Logicalis – £584,000
Jigsaw24 – £534,000
Softcat – £372,000
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University
Position
2014/15 IT spend
8
Kings College London
£12.88m
9
Durham University
£10.72m
10 Queen Mary University of London
£10.56m
Northumbria University
11
£10.14m
Sheffield Hallam University
12
£10.02m
13
Kingston University
£10.01m
14
University of Exeter
£9.91m
15
LSE
£9.11m
Queen’s University Belfast
16
£8.92m
University of Liverpool
17
£8.85m
18
University of York
£8.80m
19
Newcastle University
£8.71m
Swansea University
20
£8.25m
21
Bournemouth University
£7.90m
Leeds Beckett University
22
£7.80m
23
University of Kent
£7.29m
24 Liverpool John Moores University
£6.50m
25
Cardiff University
£6.29m
London Business School
26
£6.21m
University
of
Hertfordshire
27
£6.10m
28
University of Dundee
£6.07m
University of Northampton
29
£6.02m
Canterbury Christ Church
30
£5.97m
31
Plymouth University
£5.78m
32
University of Bristol
£5.77m
33
The Open University
£5.75m
34
University of Reading
£5.69m
35
University of Hull
£5.58m
36
University of Westminster
£5.56m
City University London
37
£5.44m
38
University of Lincoln
£5.31m
University of Leicester
39
£5.30m
Birmingham City University
40
£5.12m
Southampton Solent University
41
£5m
Glasgow Caledonian University
42
£4.79m
43
University of Essex
£4.70m
44
Royal Holloway
£4.64m
45
University of Stirling
£4.49m
46
University of Greenwich
£4.39m
London South Bank University
47
£4.23m
University of Portsmouth
48
£4.18m
49
University of Salford
£4.04m
University of Huddersfield
50
£3.98m
51
London Metropolitan University
£3.94m
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Top supplier
Dell
Logicalis
Dell Financial Services
DTP
Logicalis
GV Multi-Media
HP
BT IT Services
Novosco
DTP
Dell
Huawei
BT Engage
BT iNet
Dell
XMA
DTP
Pervasive Networks
Phoenix IT
Alternative Networks
Dell
Misco
Stone
N/A
Dell
HP
Dell
Stone
Academia
Phoenix IT
BT IT Services
DTP
Logicalis
European Electronique
Dell
Stone
Phoenix IT
BT IT Services
Stone
Insight Direct
Stone
Blackboard
Stone
XMA

Top supplier spend
£1.64m
£1.96m
£930,000
£1.49m
£2.64m
£1.56m
1.29m
N/A
£1.48m
£1.61m
£1.01m
£946,000
£906,000
£1.03m
£627,000
£427,000
N/A
£640,000
£477,000
£1.4m
£892,000
£453,000
£919,000
N/A
£1.05m
£500,000
N/A
£793,000
N/A
£1.10m
N/A
£1.24m
N/A
£700,000
£1.41m
£394,000
£272,000
£2.10m
£504,000
£5.46m
£806,000
£280,000
£679,000
£1.16m
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Position
University
2014/15 IT spend
Top supplier
Top supplier spend
52
£3.93m
European Electronique
£573,000
University of Sunderland
53
£3.62m
Getech
£766,000
Cranfield University
54
£3.62m
BT IT Services
£411,000
Edinburgh Napier
55
£3.52m
Getech
£1.26m
University of Glasgow
56
£3.40m
HP
£635,000
Heriot-Watt University
57
University of Central Lancashire
£3.37m
DTP
£480,000
58
£3.33m
N/A
N/A
Ulster University
59
£3.27m
Dell
£495,000
Oxford Brookes
60
Robert Gordon University
£3.16m
First eBusiness Solutions
£730,000
61
£3.09m
Dell
£819,000
University of Sussex
62
£3.08m
Stone
£488,000
University of Bath
63
£3.02m
Viglen/XMA
£438,000
University of Winchester
64
£2.63m
HP Enterprise
£717,000
University of Aberdeen
65
£2.53m
Dell
£221,000
University of South Wales
66
£2.46m
DTP
£242,000
Teeside University
67
Cardiff Metropolitan University
£2.35m
Unit 4 Business Software
£153,000
68
£2.32m
LA International
£486,000
University of Warwick
69
£2.24m
ANS
£283,000
University of Cumbria
70
£2.23m
BT IT Services
£407,000
Aberystwyth University
71
£2.10m
Tribal
£299,000
University of London
72
£2.07m
Blackboard
£342,000
Bath Spa University
73
£2.01m
DTP
£366,000
Keele University*
74
SOAS, University of London
£1.98m
Cristie Data
£262,000
75
£1.93m
Dell
£284,000
London School of Hygiene & Tropical
Medicine
76
£1.80m
Capita IT Services
£2.46m
University of Strathclyde**
77
£1.75m
Sharp Business Systems
£412,000
Bangor University
78
Goldsmiths, University of London
£1.75m
Dell
£436,000
79
University of West London
£1.63m
Blackboard
£169,000
80
University of Wales Trinity
£1.63m
European Electronique
£147,000
81
University of Wolverhampton
£1.56m
Getech
£371,000
82
£1.50m
Blackboard
£175,000
University of Bradford
83
University of West Scotland
£1.36m
HP
£488,000
84
£1.32m
Dell
£308,000
University of Chichester
85
Birbeck University of London
£1.10m
HP
£165,000
86
Queen Margaret University
£844,000
Tribal Software
£129,000
87
£801,000
Tribal Software
£85,000
Liverpool Hope University
88
£730,000
Stone
£121,000
Glyndwr University
89
£392,000
Tribal Software
£54,000
Abertay University
90
£264,000
Apple
£91,000
Royal College of Art
91
£211,000
Unit 4 Business Software
£23,000
Royal College of Music
92
Guildhall School of Music & Drama
£196,000
Tribal Education
£35,000
93
Nottingham Trent University
N/A
BT
N/A
94
N/A
Logicalis
£946,000
Staffordshire University
*didn’t include IT services
**central IT provision only
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A thorough examination
What do IT leaders at schools, colleges and universities value most in their IT suppliers
and what technologies are they investing in right now? CRN’s education end-user research
gives you the lowdown
“We are making staff redundant due to lack of
funding. I again have little or no ICT capital budget
this year. We are just trying to keep the existing kit
serviceable. It’s a battle.”

Clearly, not all universities, colleges and schools
resellers are targeting are ramping up IT investment
this year, but the research did f lag up some spending
bright spots.

With comments such as this, it’s perhaps no surprise
that CRN’s annual survey of ICT managers in the
education sector reveals a slight downward trend in
IT investment this year and an increased emphasis
on value for money.

The majority of respondents are adding to their
f leets of client devices this year, for instance, with
72.5, 62.5 and 55 per cent including desktops, laptops
and tablets on their shopping list, respectively (see
Fig 2, right).

Of the 40 ICT purchasing decision makers questioned,
55 per cent said their ICT budgets were f lat this year,
12.5 per cent saw an increase and 32.5 per cent
suffered a decrease (see Fig 1 below).

Further underlining the rich opportunity the sector
offers the channel, more than half of the respondents
said they have invested, or intend to invest, in
firewalls, anti-virus software and networking
switches in 2016, to pick out a few highlights.

Some five per cent, including the gloomy secondary
school/college worker quoted above, claimed that
more than a fifth has been knocked off their spending
kitties this year.

It should be noted that 72.5 per cent of the respondents
worked for secondary schools or colleges. Just 7.5
per cent worked for primary schools. Universities –
a high-spending sub-sector we cover in more depth
on p11 – made up 20 per cent of
the sample, and of these, all said
their overall ICT budget was f lat or
1) Has your budget for ICT and related services
had increased.

for the current year:

Decreased by more
than 20% 5%

Increased by
5-20% 12.5%

Decreased by
5-20% 22.5%

Decreased by
5% 5%
Stayed more
or less flat
55.5%
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The impression that secondary
school IT spending growth is
slowing is backed up by data from
the British Educational Suppliers
Association (BESA). Secondary
schools’ average ICT expenditure
hit £74,770 in 2014/15, up eight
per cent on 2013/14, BESA found.
But it forecasts that growth will
slow to two per cent in the current
academic year, with expenditure
set to fall by 0.2 per cent next year
– which would be the first year of
negative growth since 2009.

Cloud and clear
When it comes to cloud, 32.5 per
cent said they have invested, or plan

EDUCATION REPORT

2) Which of the following client hardware
technologies have you spent, or do you
plan to spend, money on in 2016?
80
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Cost/value received an average score of 4.4 out of
five, with 25 of the 40 respondents giving it the top
score of five.
Financial stability emerged as the second-most
important of the eight variables listed, with an
average score of 3.6. Whether suppliers have
technical expertise across a broad range of
technology (3.5 per cent) and referrals and reputation
(3.4 per cent) were also valued highly by the
respondents.

62.5

40

that respondents to our survey rated cost/value as the
most important variable when it comes to choice of
ICT supplier (see Fig 4, over).

to invest, in SaaS this year, with the corresponding
figures for IaaS and PaaS each standing at 15 per cent.
When asked to expand on what they have moved to
the cloud, many name-checked Office 365.

Reputation is everything
When we asked respondents for more details on
how they choose their suppliers, word of mouth and
referrals were cited repeatedly.
One university purchasing decision maker who
took part in the survey said he chose his based
on “recommendations from tech staff, special offers
for education and general reputation”.
For another secondary school/college respondent,
it comes down to “partly previous experience,
partly recommendation”, while the performances

One school/college respondent said it had put its
email and library management system
in the cloud, adding that although
it was in the process of virtualising
3) Will you be upgrading to/adopting Windows 10?
major applications, they will be
hosted onsite for the time being.
“We are looking at Google Classroom
and the Office 365 environments to
assist us with f lipped learning,” said
another.
Reinforcing the impression that
devices will be a rich opportunity for
resellers targeting education this year,
many respondents said they are poised
to roll out Windows 10. Some 43.6 per
cent said they have already deployed,
or plan to deploy, Microsoft’s newest
OS this year, with a further 35.9 per
cent saying they plan to do so in 2017
(see Fig 3, right).
Given the straitened spending
backdrop, it is perhaps little surprise

We have no
plans for the
forseeable
future 20.5%
We have
already, or
will do in 2016
43.6%

We plan
to in 2017
35.9%
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of suppliers are judged on “fulfilment of brief
and quality of follow-up support”.

respondents were split down the middle. Some felt
they were “bureaucratic”, “cumbersome”, or had
“too much red tape for what we require”, yet others
said they found them useful.

Others, meanwhile, said they are broadly selfsufficient and are seeking only niche ICT
suppliers to fill the gaps.

Suppliers’ ability to “understand our
sectors, pressures and requirements” was
cited as the pivotal factor by another.

Framework fury

4) How much do the following factors
influence your choice of ICT suppliers?
4

4.4
3
Average score

“We have a good general knowledge inhouse, so we tend to look for specialist
suppliers who can help us in niche areas
such as SAN, WiFi analysis and performance
management, CCT infrastructure and
performance,” said one secondary school/
college respondent.
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3.5
2.9

3.3

3.1 2.9

3.4 3.6

1

Respondents gave a mixed review of
government purchasing frameworks, with
about half saying they use them to procure
some or most of their ICT products when
given the choice (see Fig 5, above).
When asked to expand on their views,
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5) Which of these best describes your use of education and wider
public sector purchasing frameworks?
There are no/very few applicable
frameworks through which we
can buy products 10.3%
Given the choice,
we never purchase
products through
frameworks 7.7%

Given the choice,
we rarely purchase
products through
frameworks 28.2%
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Given the choice, we purchase
all our ICT products through
frameworks 23.1%

Given the choice, we
purchase some products
through frameworks 30.7%

EDUCATION REPORT

“Frameworks are beneficial – provided there is a
good range of suppliers on the particular framework
allowing a sensible choice. They enable faster
procurement without having to go through a full
tender process,” said one university respondent.
“Frameworks
are
very
useful,
particularly
when buying in contentious areas such as print
management where contracts are notoriously
challenging,” added a respondent who worked for a
school/college.

However, another respondent said they were “rarely
the cheapest option”.
“Frameworks tend to be too cumbersome and
slow,” said another, who worked for a secondary
school/college.
“Education (especially with this current government)
is constantly changing and we need to be able to
adapt quickly. Using large frameworks often means a
slower pace, which is not always helpful.”

Do you have any gripes when it comes to how your IT suppliers behave?
“I don’t like ones who think they are ‘it’. I prefer honesty and the
ability to answer questions in a straightforward way. Anyone who
pesters or badgers is not welcome. I also send any emails from
speculative sources (such as email agencies) straight to the bin,
which kills most of those that include lies like “In my last email
(copy below)...” and then proceed to get my name or role wrong.”

“Pushy sales when
quotes are not accepted;
pestering for more
business.”

“I get half a dozen cold
calls a week. This all
takes time to explain that
I have little or no budget
again this year.”

“No, generally they
are supportive of notfor-profit educational
providers.”

“I can’t stand being
spied on when using
supplier websites.”

“They don’t continue dialogue once contracts have been signed.”

“Changing account managers!”

“Excessive day rates.”
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“I had a recent bad experience with promised incentive schemes
not being honoured. It was a combination of vendor and reseller
miscommunications between each other and to us as a client.”

“Putting down other
suppliers when they cannot
get prices as low. I tend not
deal with that company
after that.”

“There are probably
some that are still a
bit too commercial. We
aren’t a business.”

“I get half a dozen cold
calls a week. This all
takes time to explain that
I have little or no budget
again this year.”

“Slow to respond to support
requests.”

“Not giving their best
quote the first time
around.”

“Too Microsoft-focused.”
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